Informit Plus databases
Terms & conditions of use

Permitted Uses

Authorised Users may, for the purposes of the Authorised User’s individual and private research or study:
   a) search, retrieve and view any article in the Service,
   b) make one digital reproduction of an article in the Service, and
   c) print one paper reproduction of an article in the Service.

A Walk –In user may, for the purposes of the Walk-In User’s Individual and private research or study:
   a) search, retrieve and view any article in the Service, and
   b) print one paper reproduction of an article in the Service, and
d) print one paper reproduction of an article in the Service, only from a computer supplied by the Licensee and physically located in the Library Premises.

Restrictions

You will not remove any copyright notices or other rights management information, nor use any device or service to circumvent any technological protection measure. incorporated in the Service, other than in reliance on Part V of the Copyright Act 1968; except in reliance on Part VB or Part VII Division 2 of the Copyright Act 1968, you will not use any copyright material you have obtained under the Service as a component of or basis for a book, directory, bibliography, database, Coursepack or any other compilation.

Except as authorised by these Subscriber Terms, you are expressly prohibited from electronically reproducing and storing, emailing or otherwise communicating any copyright works or digital reproduction of copyright works which you have obtained under the Service; and
You will not exercise any of the rights comprised in copyright in any works you have obtained under the Service except as permitted by these Subscriber Terms or within the prior written permission of the copyright owner or its exclusive licencsee.

Copyright in the Informit Search Interface and the bibliographic data in the Service remains the property of the Publisher.
Copyright in the full content data of works provided through the Service remains the property of the original publisher or other rightsholder and access is provided as part of the Service under licence from Copyright Agency Limited (CAL) Australia.